LET THIS MACHINE WORK ON YOUR MIND FOR ONE EVENING...

and I guarantee that your friends will gasp in astonishment at the feats of "Mental Magic" you can perform that very next morning.

by HARRY LORAYNE

For example, which of these seven "Mind Power Miracles" would you like to accomplish—not by tiring eday study for words and even practice of your do... do... so that you can play a "question-and-answer game with any other person, as in a single evening..."

1. DOUBLE YOUR MEMORY FOR NAMES AND FACES—so that in the very first minute you never forget! Any name you call, in the very first minute you never forget!

2. MAKE ANYBODY LIKE YOU—so that the very first minute you never forget!

3. BUILD A WILL OF IRON, so that the very first minute you never forget!

4. AND A POWERFUL X-RAY OBSERVATION THAT YOU never forget!

5. BREAK BAD HABITS BREAK THEMSELVES, even if they've been with you for years! For example, let's say that you like smoking, drinking, or eating too much—let's say that you've been smoking two packs a day... would you like to stop smoking?

6. FLASH-LEARN ANYTHING YOU KNOW AS FAST AS IF YOU WERE A MACHINE, and you can still forget—like a computer!

7. MAKE FEARS AND WORRIES DISAPPEAR, and you can still forget—like a computer!

Here's why it has you performing these seven Mind Power Miracles... You LITERALLY wouldn't have been able to perform all these steps for one short hour before!

15 Minutes Of Pressure Every Evening—To Build the Powerhouse Mind Of Your Dreams!

For example, let's say that tomorrow night you are supposed to actually DOUBLE your power to remember names and faces—and astonish your friends, your employees, your associates, your teachers, with your new-found ability THAT VERY NEXT MORNING! Always.

Then all you do is this—
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